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Yielding and fracture mechanisms of nanowires

H. Mehrez and S. Ciraci
Department of Physics, Bilkent University, Bilkent 06533, Ankara, Turkey

~Received 17 July 1997!

This paper presents a detailed analysis of atomic structure and force variations in metal nanowires under
tensile strain. Our work is based on state of the art molecular dynamics simulations andab initio self-consistent
field calculations within the local density approximation, and predicts structural transformations. It is found
that yielding and fracture mechanisms depend on the size, atomic arrangement, and temperature. The elonga-
tion under uniaxial stress is realized by consecutive quasielastic and yielding stages; the neck develops by the
migration of atoms, but mainly by the sequential implementation of a new layer with a smaller cross section at
certain ranges of uniaxial strain. This causes an abrupt decrease of the tensile force. Owing to the excessive
strain at the neck, the original structure and atomic registry are modified; atoms show a tendency to rearrange
in closed-packed structures. In certain circumstances, a bundle of atomic chains or a single atomic chain forms
as a result of transition from the hollow site to the top site registry shortly before the break. The wire is
represented by a linear combination of atomic pseudopotentials and the current is calculated to investigate the
correlation between conductance variations and atomic rearrangements of the wire during the stretch. The
origin of the observed ‘‘giant’’ yield strength is explained by using results of the present simulations andab
initio calculations of the total energy and Young’s modulus for an infinite atomic chain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The properties of condensed systems with nanomete
mensions can be rather different from those of the bulk. T
effects of reduced size and dimensionality, and proper
emerged therefrom have been investigated actively in
past decade.1 Connective necks or atomic size wires betwe
sample and metal tip displaying reduced dimensionality
having dimension in the range of Fermi wavelength,lF ,
have been produced in scanning tunneling microsc
~STM! and atomic force microscopy~AFM! operating under
extreme tip-sample interaction1–7 and also by mechanica
break junction.8 Because of the unusual transport and m
chanical properties, these wires have been subject of se
studies.2–16 The two-terminal electronic conductance,G
showed a staircaselike variation with the stretch, and
yield strength,sY measured shortly before the break h
been found much higher than that of the bulk. The sud
jumps of conductance in the course of stretch have b
taken as the realization of quantized conductance at ro
temperature and thus have created much popularity. H
ever, recent experiments15,16have provided evidence that th
observed sudden falls of conductance and tensile force
correlated. Much earlier, Ciraci and Tekman,11,12 predicted
that sudden changes ofG originate from the discontinuou
variation of the contact area.

Since a one-dimensional~1D! electron system has th
density of states,D(e);e21/2, the density of states of a pe
fect metal nanowire can be expressed
D(e);( iQ(e2e i)(e2e i)

21/2; it has peaks whene5e i .
Furthermore, the level spacing,De5e i 112e i , becomes
strongly dependent on the size and the geometry of the n
structure. Such an effect was investigated earlier by Ci
and Batra,17 who found that surface energy, work functio
and bandwidth show discrete changes upon the chang
560163-1829/97/56~19!/12632~11!/$10.00
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size. In this respect, one can argue that even the chang
the diameter of the connective neck are closely correla
with the occupancy of transversally confined electro
states. The narrowest diameter of the nanowire prior to
break is only few angstroms; it has the length scalelF ,
where discontinuous~discrete! nature of the metal dominate
over its continuum description. SinceDe is in the range of
;1 eV in this length scale, the peaks ofD(e) of the con-
nective neck becomes stronger and hence the transv
quantization of states become easily resolved even at r
temperature. Furthermore, any change in the atomic struc
or in the diameter induce significant changes in the le
spacing, that in turn, may lead to detectable changes in
related properties. For example, the ballistic electron tra
port through nanowire is closely related with its atom
structure and diameter at the narrowest part of the connec
neck. It becomes now clear that the mechanical propertie
particular, the yielding mechanisms of the nanowires
quite different from those of the bulk material.

The atomic scale simulations of the metallic nanoconta
were carried out first by Sutton and Pethica3 and by Land-
man and his co-workers.4 Because of recent transpo
experiments5–8 which posed new questions, the atomic stru
ture and mechanical properties of nanowires produced
pulling the STM tip from an indentation have become t
subject of renewed interest. Various electronic and ato
processes that are resulted from elastic and plastic defo
tion of nanowire are not fully understood yet, and dese
further study. It is now well accepted that the understand
of interesting features in the conductance variations as w
as unusual mechanical properties require the precise kn
edge of atomic structure in the course of stretch.18 It is also
most interesting to know how a nanostructure behaves un
high tensile stress, in what direction the atomic struct
12 632 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 12 633YIELDING AND FRACTURE MECHANISMS OF NANOWIRES
FIG. 1. Schematic description of the C
nanowires. The layers labeled byN, M , andl are
described in the text. The number of atoms
each layer and their ideal 2D structures befo
pulling are indicated. Thex andy axes lie in the
atomic @~001! or ~111!# planes. Thez axis coin-
cides with the axis of the wire; the tensile forc
Fz is applied along thez axis.
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evolves in the absence of constraint of translational per
icity, and how the mechanical properties, in particular,
yield strength and elastic constants of a nanowire are co
lated with its atomic and electronic structure.

In this work, the yielding and fracture mechanisms
nanowires which are pulled by an external agent have b
investigated. To understand the origin of these mechani
and abrupt force variations,15,16 an extensive analysis o
atomic structure have been presented by performing ato
simulations of pulling. In particular, the motion of the ne
atoms, their coordination numbers and also the structur
atomic layers have been examined during the abrupt fo
variations. The effect of the initial atomic structure and te
perature have been investigated. We carried out the sta
the art molecular dynamics~MD! calculations for the Cu
nanowires made from~001! and ~111! atomic planes. Since
the connective neck having few atoms at the narrowest
of its cross section is a subject of interest, we dealt w
wires that have small cross sections. To reveal the effec
size on the mechanical properties, in particular, to und
stand physical phenomena underlying the ‘‘giant’’ Young
modulus observed in thin wires shortly before the break,
carried outab initio calculations by using self-consiste
field ~SCF! pseudopotential method within local density a
proximation. To analyze the correlation between the cond
tance and the atomic structure, we first constructed a real
potential corresponding to the atomic structure obtained fr
the MD simulations and calculated the conductance a
function of stretch by using transfer matrix method.

II. METHOD FOR MD SIMULATIONS

The wires we studied have two ends which are connec
by a neck. The description of their structures are summar
in Fig. 1. Last three layers at both ends (N1 ,N2 ,N3 and
N4 ,N5 ,N6) are rigid; all the atoms in these layers are ke
fixed during the MD-relaxation steps. These fixed three l
ers at both ends are assumed to be connected to the ex
agent~or grips! which applies the tensile stress. Atoms in t
following three layers adjacent to the fixed on
(M1 ,M2 ,M3 and M4 ,M5 ,M6) and those of the neck
( l1,l2,l3 . . .! are identified as dynamic atoms and are fu
relaxed during the MD steps. We considered two differ
crystal structures. The first nanowire indicated bySQ is ini-
tially formed from Cu~001! atomic layers and investigated
T5300 K. The wire itself is represented by a periodica
repeating system in the (xy) plane. Thez axis is taken to be
parallel to the axis of the nanowire. The second nanow
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HX, which is made from Cu~111! atomic planes, is investi-
gated atT5300 K andT5150 K. In order to avoid effects o
corners with low coordination number, the atomic layers
taken quasicircular. The interatomic interactions are trea
by the embedded atom~EA! model potential.19–21

The pulling off ~or stretch! is realized by displacing the
top fixed layers (N1 ,N2 ,N3) solidly along the thez direction
in increments ofDz while keeping the other end fixed. W
believe that such a process of pulling off is similar to the r
stretching phenomena and hence provides realistic sim
tions. Whereas different schemes of stretching have b
also used in previous works.3 Between two consecutive in
crements~stretches! of Dz, the dynamic atoms of the wire
~i.e., those ofM 8s and l 8s) are relaxed to find their nex
‘‘steady-state’’ condition. The ‘‘steady-state’’ condition i
identified by the fact that the system is allowed to evo
dynamically until no significant variation in physical quan
ties ~temperature, force, etc.! are observed beyond natur
fluctuations. The relaxation process is realized inkr steps,
each lastingDt seconds. In every time step, Newton’s equ
tion is solved to find new position of atoms while temper
ture is controlled using Hoover drag. The lower limit ofDt is
determined from the mobility of atoms in the solid. In th
atomistic simulationsDz, Dt and temperatureT are crucial
parameters. While the STM experiments have been car
out with the characteristic strain rate or tip retraction veloc
in the range of 10210m/sec, the velocity of the stretc
vs5Dz/(krDt) used in the MD simulations ranges from
0.4260 m/sec. This dramatic difference between experim
and MD simulations has been questioned by Sutton.22 In
spite of this dramatic difference it appears that the simu
tions carried out with relatively higher speed can reveal
main features of the atomic rearrangements. The increm
Dz by itself is important; the break of the junction can b
favored by relatively largerDz. Continuous and homoge
neous stretching of the junction by using very smallDz fol-
lowed by few relaxation steps have also been used. E
though the experimental velocities can not be achieved,
nevertheless examined how the yielding and fracture mec
nism depend on the velocities by carrying out the MD sim
lations with Dt53310215, 1.5310214, and 10213 sec cor-
responding to vs50.05, 0.01, and 0.004 m/sec
respectively.23 The tensile forceFz , that corresponds to the
force exerted by the pulling agent to the wire~and is the
attractive force between the top layers and the rest of
wire! is calculated after averaging over the last 8000 rel
ation steps. The overall features of the results, in particu
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12 634 56H. MEHREZ AND S. CIRACI
FIG. 2. The variation of tensile forceFz ~in
nanoNewtons! with the strain or elongation along
the z axis applied by pullingN1 ,N2 ,N3 end lay-
ers of the Cu~001! nanowire (SQ) by mDz. The
side views show the atomic positions at releva
stretch valuesm. The MD simulations are per-
formed atT5300 K by usingDt510213 sec.
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the character of the force variation, yielding mechanisms
atomic rearrangements were essentially the same for di
ent stretching time steps~or velocities!. There are some fea
tures that depend onDt ~or vs) which will be discussed in
the next section.

III. RESULTS OF MD SIMULATIONS

We examine first the elongation and various physi
events during the stretch of the nanowire,SQ at T5300 K
~see Fig. 1!. The interlayer distance between the bu
Cu~001! layers isc;1.8 Å ~half of the cubic lattice param
eter, i.e.,;a/2). Initially, the layers of the wire haveA-B-A-
B stacking sequence; the atoms of theB layer face the hol-
low sites~the center of the square unit cells! of the adjacent
A layers. We specify this stacking as the H-site registry. T
increments of length at each stretch step is taken to be 0
(Dz50.1 Å!. We first present the results corresponding
vs50.004 m/sec~or Dt510213 sec! but contrast them with
those obtained with largervs . In Fig. 2, we illustrate the
variation of Fz as a function of stretchmDz (m being an
integer number!, where the negative sign is taken for th
tensile force. The side views of atomic structure are a
shown in the same figure. During the initial stage of stret
the tensile force increases with increasingm between two
consecutive jumps ofFz(m). This is the quasielastic stage.24

At the end of each quasielastic stage involving appro
mately 17–20 increments~that corresponds approximately
c) the atomic structure in the neck becomes disordered
concomitantly the tensile force decreases abruptly. T
structural instability which occurs at high strain level, is t
yielding stage. The yielding stage and disordered ato
structure of the neck lasts until a new layer with relative
smaller cross section is generated. The formation of the n
layers at fairly regular intervals was predicted earlier.6 The
overall behavior ofFz(m) is in agreement with the exper
mental results.4,15,16We now examine these in detail.

At the last increment before the first jump inFz(m)
(m;19), the layer structure in the neck is destroyed, a
becomes disordered; but it is recovered after a few inc
ments, atm;24 with the creation of a new layer.25 At the
end of this transformation, the cross section of the nec
reduced fromeight atoms tofive atoms; whereas the cros
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section of neck layers adjacent to end layers (l1 and l5) is
not altered. We note that during the initial stage of stret
1,m,19, the cross section of the neck is reduced by
migration of atoms towards the ends of the wire. Not on
the tensile force, but also the tendency to reduce the sur
energy is the driving force for the atomic migration. Th
local reduction of the cross section due to stretching cau
the average ofuFzu to reduce, and hence the interlayer spa
ings betweenM3 and l1 ~and similar spacing at the othe
end! to decrease. The layer structure of the neck is ma
tained until m.33. Beyond that point each increment
stretch byDz causes one atom from the central layer to m
grate and stay in the adjacent interlayer spacing which
ready became wide open due to pulling fromm525 to
m533. This way a new ‘‘layer’’ with two atoms is formed
As a result, the cross section of the connective neck is fur
reduced with three central layers formed by 5,2,3 atoms,
spectively. Owing to the repulsive force induced between
new layer and adjacent ones,uFzu decreases abruptly. Th
asymmetric distribution of atoms in the neck layers may
due to a dynamical effect and due to stretch of the wire fr
one end, as well. However, in the steps fromm535 to
m538, the asymmetry is lifted by a peculiar, transient eve
One of the two atoms in the neck layer created atm535
jumps back to the layer it emerges. During the followin
increments, the single atom neck is strengthen by the in
sion of one atom from another layer so that the neck
becomes uniform by the layers including 4,2,4 atoms. T
implication of this event to the measured conductance will
examined in Sec. IV. The two-atom neck becomes sta
until the break; but the atoms rotate in the (xy) plane and
they become slightly inclined in thez direction. Such a fluc-
tuation in configuration may give rise to changes in the c
ductance. It is also seen that the narrowest cross sectio
the neck prior to the break can have two atoms.

Next we examine atomic rearrangements and struct
changes in every atomic layer, which become gradually n
planar under tensile stress. The arrangements of atoms in
layers are shown in Fig. 3. In our study we have found t
up to m512, the Cu~001! lattice structure in the neck layer
exhibits small deformations. The original stacking and reg
try are continued despite some deformation. Beyond a
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FIG. 3. The top views of three layers at th
neck showing atomic positions and their relativ
registry at different levels of stretch.m515 oc-
curs before the first yielding stage. The atom
positions in the layersl2,l3, andl4 are indicated
by 1,d, andL, respectively.m538 andm541
occur after the second yielding stage.m546,47
and m549 show the formation of bundle struc
ture. In the panelsm538249 the positions of
atoms in thethird, fourth andfifth layers are in-
dicated by1, d, and L, respectively. Atomic
chain in a bundle are highlighted by dotted boxe
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tain stretch, the neck atoms evolve to a structure that devi
from the usualA-B-A-B stacking sequence of the ide
Cu~001! planes. The 2D square lattice changes and t
looks like a hexagonal one. Upon further elongation of
nanowire, the rest of the neck undergoes the same defo
tion. The tendency towards a 2D hexagonal-like lattice
mediated by the reduced interlayer interaction as a resu
stretch; the atoms tend to take relatively lower energy c
figuration with higher coordination number in the qua
independent layer behavior. The originalA-B-A-B sequence
of the Cu~001! planes at the neck can be recovered only a
the second additional layer is formed.

An interesting situation owing to the reduced interlay
interaction and excessive tensile strain appears in the
stage of stretch: TheH-site registry disappears eventual
shortly before the break and hence the atoms of the adja
neck layers tend to face the top~T! sites. This way the atom
in the neck are aligned to form atomic chains as shown
Fig. 3. As a result, the crystal-like structure and origin
registry at the neck are replaced by a bundle of ato
chains. In some circumstances, the single atomic chain
form instead of a bundle. In the present case, the trans
from theH site to theT site leading to the bundle structur
occurs under high strain, whereas, the energy differenc
only ;0.2 eV. Earlier,ab initio calculations also confirmed
that theT-site registry is only a local minimum occurring a
relatively larger interlayer separation for the Al~111! and
Al ~001! slabs.26 However, in other materials oriented in ce
tain atomic planes, the break can take place before su
transition. The transition from theH-site registry to the
T-site registry leading to a bundle of chain structure is int
esting not only for the point of view of structural modifica
tion, but also for different properties~such as ‘‘giant’’ yield
strength15,16and positive slope of conductance variations8,27!.
These effects will be examined in Sec. IV and Sec. V.

It is now in order to compare the results with those o
tained byDt53310215 sec (vs50.05 m/sec!. The evolution
of the atomic structure and theFz(m) curves with jumps for
m519,35,52255 display similar features. However, in th
latter case the wire can be stretched relatively longer until
break, andFz(m) curve exhibits higher fluctuations. For ex
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ample, while the first three quasielastic and yielding sta
are essentially the same, the single atom neck in the cas
Dt53310215 survives untilm575.

The wire that was made initially from the Cu~111! and
specified byHX in Fig. 1 has overall features of the yieldin
mechanism atT5300 K, which are similar to the abov
Cu~001! orientation. In Fig. 4, we show the force variatio
with stretch, and the side views of the nanowire at the m
ment of structural transformations. As in the previous ca
the force curve depicts consecutive quasielastic and yield
stages. Initially, the quasielastic stages before the first
second structural transformation are rather linear with str
This is not so in the third stage before the break, in which
is not possible to identify a stable layer structure througho
In the last stage, the atoms in the narrowest part of the n
move between layers and the structure becomes gene
disordered, but the layer structure is recovered only tem
rarily in the course of stretch. As a result,Fz(m) is linear
only in short intervals, but exhibits significant jumps. In th
last stage of stretch, the strain is almost accommodated
the central part of the neck. We see that before the break
neck transforms into an atomic chain. The 2D hexagonal-
structure28 is quite robust for the layers adjacent or close
the end layersM3 and M4. Here theA-B-C stacking se-
quence and theH-site registry are forced by these end laye
In the central part of the neck, the distortion of the 2D he
agonal lattice structure becomes severe and theA-B-C se-
quence disappears, but theH-site registry is kept after the
yielding stage. However, the atomic chains form as a re
of the transition to theT-site registry in the last stage o
stretch. As for the simulations withDt53310215 sec
(vs50.05 m/sec!, we obtained similar features inFz(m) and
in the evolution of the atomic structure, except that the w
was stretched relatively~0.7 Å! longer until the break.

When the above Cu~111! wire ~labeled byHX in Fig. 1!
is stretched atT5150 K exhibits features, some of which a
dramatically different from those at room temperature. F
example, the same wire undergoes approximatelyfive yield-
ing stages resulting in an elongation of 9.5 Å; whereas
room temperature, it had onlythree yielding stages with 6
Å elongation. Apparently, while the necking is faster a
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FIG. 4. The variation of tensile forceFz with
the stretch and side views showing the atom
positions at relevant stretch valuesm, for the
Cu~111! nanowire (HX). The MD simulations
are performed atT5300 K with Dt510213 sec.
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sharper and hence is more trumpetlike at room tempera
the neck is longer at low temperature. We explain this s
ation by faster atomic motion towards the ends of the wire
room temperature. Another feature which does not exis
room temperature is a new type of structural transformat
The Fz(m) curve and some relevant side views of the w
shown in Fig. 5 distinguish different types of yieldin
mechanisms. The first and second yielding stages are sim
to the previous cases in which the structure underg
disorder-order transformations during the generation o
new layer. At m515 the well defined layer structure be
comes broader and slightly disordered, and a new la
forms at m516. This yielding stage occurs more abrup
with least necking; the size of the layers decreases by
atoms. A similar process repeats atm535, and creates a new
layer atm536. Again, in this process most of the layers a
affected and reduced by two atoms with no local signific
necking. The hexagonal rings andA-B-C stacking sequence
of the Cu~111! planes are robust near the end layers (M3 and
M4). At the central layers hexagonal rings persist,28 but the
A-B-C stacking sequence and its characteristic registry
tween adjacent layers are destroyed. The shape of the la
in the (xy) plane is distorted. Form.40, an intermediate
situation occurs, in which not only elastic stretching but a
re,
-
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lar
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new mechanisms contribute to the local elongation of
wire: Hexagonal rings change into pentagonal rings; the
ter ring becomes staggered to the rings in the adjacent lay
Moreover, one layer at a time~starting from the centra
layer! ejects one atom to the interlayer space. This wa
column ~or chain! of atoms is formed along the axis of th
neck. The projection of this chain in the (xy) plane is almost
a single point near the centers of pentagonal rings as sh
in Fig. 6~a! and Fig. 6~b!. Out of five yielding stages, the las
three exhibit these features. Because different mechan
are involved in the stretching, the linear variation ofFz(m)
in the quasielastic stage is not as distinguishable as th
occurring at the beginning of stretch. At prolonged stre
(m.75), the number of atoms in the neck layers are redu
and the layer structure becomes more distorted; stagg
pentagonal rings change into triangular rings again with st
gered orientation@see Fig. 6~c!#. A few steps before break
(84,m,94), a single atomic chain forms eventually. W
understand that at low temperature, the mobility of atoms
not suitable for massive changes, so the neck can accom
date the applied strain by these new intermediate struct
which require least atomic rearrangement. The MD simu
tions of the same wire atT5150 K and withDt53310215

sec (vs50.05 m/sec! yield the Fz(m) curve that displays
t

FIG. 5. Variation of tensile
force Fz and side views showing
atomic positions at relevan
stretch stepsm, for the Cu~111!
nanowire (HX). The MD simula-
tions are performed atT5150 K
with Dt510213 sec.
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FIG. 6. Top views of atoms in the three cen
tral layers ~indicated by1,s,L) of the neck
show atomic positions and their relative regist
for the Cu~111! nanowire (HX) stretched at
T5150 K. Panels~a!, ~b!, and~c! correspond to
m543, 48, and 81, respectively, andDt510213

sec. Panels~d!,~e!, and~f! are form543, 48, and
85, respectively, andDt53310215 sec.
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overall features similar to those explained above. This cu
and some relevant side views of atomic structure are sh
in Fig. 7. The first three yielding stages occur approximat
at the same level of stretchm. Beyondm.60, the elastic and
yielding stages are not clearly distinguishable. As seen
Fig. 6~d! and Fig. 6~e!, the staggered hexagonal structu
with atomic chain passing through the center occur
40<m<80. However, the hexagonal rings cannot transfo
to pentagonal ones as in the previous case~with Dt510213

sec! since the atoms at the center are displaced slightly
layer, but cannot overcome the barrier to reach the sta
equilibrium position near half way between adjacent laye
In 80,m,90, atoms are arranged on staggered trian
leaving a hole at the center as seen in Fig. 6~f!. Eventually,
this structure changes into a single atomic chain at the n
just before the break.

IV. ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN NANOWIRES

So far the present calculations demonstrated that in
course of stretchFz(m) @or Fz(s)# drops suddenly owing to
e
n

y

in

n

ff
le
.

le

ck

e

the yield leading to the formation of a new layer with rel
tively smaller cross section or due to other type of atom
rearrangements. Here we will investigate the effect of th
structural transformations on the two-terminal conductan
As far as the electronic transport is concerned, a m
nanowires can be viewed as a constriction between two e
trodes or reservoirs. In this constriction, the electronic pot
tial V(r ),EF , and the energies of the electrons have qu
tized valuese i . Here one can give a simple understanding
the current transport between reservoirs in terms of an ‘‘id
situation’’ if V(r ) is uniform and hence yields unique energ
quantization throughout the constriction, or in the adiaba
limit e i5e i(z). Under these circumstances, each curr
transporting state between the reservoirs withn fold degen-
eracy belowEF can be viewed as ann fold conduction chan-
nel with an ideal conductance ofn(2e2/h). Shortly before
the break, the radius of the connective neck is in the rang
lF , and its cross section comprises only few~1–3! atoms.
Under these circumtances, the current transporting st
haveDe;1 eV that would easily be resolved at room tem
perature. The atomic structure revealed in the previous
t
FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 5 excep
that Dt53310215 sec.
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tion, as well as the experimental data on the variation
conductance withs indicate that the above ideal condition
cannot be realized in the connective neck even if their dia
eters can be reduced down to the range oflF to yield wide
level spacing. First of all, the length of the uniform region
the narrowest part is smaller thanlF . This increases the
contribution of tunneling and hence smoothes out the sh
step structure that normally occurs when a conduction ch
nel is opened~or closed!. An extreme case is, of course, th
quantum Sharvin’s conductance,12,29,30where the step struc
ture is almost smeared out and plateaus disappeared sinc
length of the constriction vanishes. Furthermore,V(r ) in the
wire is nonuniform and strongly roughened due to the irre
lar atomic arrangement as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. Un
these circumstances, the channels mix significantly,12 the
opening of the channels are delayed andG attains values
lower than the integer multiples of quantu
conductance.12,30,31 Then the resultingG(s) curve would
trace smoothed structure if the cross sectionS of the neck
were changed continuously withs. Apparently, this behavior
also is not supported by theG(s) curve obtained
experimentally.5,8

In view of the earlier work11 ~based on the first 3D calcu
lations of conductance in a constriction between an STM
and metal surface!, recent extensive studies13,14,32and recent
experimental results measuring force and conducta
simultaneously,15,16 the understanding of the features in t
experimentalG(s) curve requires the calculations of the co
ductance using a SCF potential corresponding to the deta
atomic structure of the wire. A rigorous SCF calculation
3D for a realistic Cu~transition metal! wire is too tedious,
however. We nevertheless treated this problem by genera
a realistic potential constructed from the linear combinat
of atomic potentials according to the atomic structure cal
lated by the present MD simulations. First we calculated
ionic potential of a free Cu atom,Vp(r ) from the generalized
norm-conserving pseudopotential and the atomic charge
sity distribution,qa(r ) by using Hamann’s program.33 We
next Fourier transform the atomic potential in order to ta
into account the electron-electron screening effect in
neck using Thomas-Fermi approximation. At this stage,
define

Vp~K !5
1

~2p!3

4p

K E
0

`

rVp~r !sin~Kr !dr, ~1!

whereK is uKW u. In order to calculate the potential of the wir
corresponding to a given stretchs, its charge density atrW is
calculated from the linear combination of atomic charge d
sity qa(r ),

qs~rW !5(
i

qa@rW2RW i~s!#, ~2!

whereRW i(s) are the atomic positions obtained from our M
simulations performed at a givens. The indexi runs over all
atoms of the wire. The potential at this point is

Vs~rW !5Vxc~rW,qs!1(
i
E d3KW

Vp~KW !

«~KW ,qs!
eiKW •[ rW2RW i ~s!] , ~3!
f
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whereVxc is the Ceperley-Alder34 exchange-correlation po
tential and«(KW ,qs) is the Fourier component of the stat
dielectric function. To this end the potential is transformed
finite wall cylindrical potential through radial averaging an
then least square fit. In order to make computations of tra
versally confined states feasible, the walls ofVs(rW) are taken
infinite. The effect of this change, is the upward shift of t
energy which is corrected by increasing the radius of
infinite cylindrical wall potential,rs(z), at anyz so that the
eigenenergy of the ground state coincides with that of fin
wall potential. Eventually, the potential of the wire reads

Vs~r,z!5H fs~z!, r<rs~z!

`, r>rs~z!,
~4!

with r5(x21y2)1/2. The saddle point potentialfs(z) is an
essential ingredient that is omitted in the free and nearly f
electron calculations.7,14 This potential can be taken into ac
count in the evaluation based on the empirical tight-bind
method13 by shifting the orbital energies byfs(z). We cal-
culate the conductance of the nanowire~that is specified by
the stretchs it undergoes! by using the transfer matrix
method: We divideVs(r,z) into discrete segments of equ
widths, and assume that in each segmentzj,z,zj 11, fs(z),
andrs(z) take uniform values obtained by averaging there

Then the longitidunal wave functioneignj

s (z) and transversa
wave function with circular symmetry,wnj

s (r;z), are solved

for each segment. Here the propagation constant is

gnj

s ~z!5H 2m

\2
@E2fs~z!2enj

s ~r;z!#J 1/2

, ~5!

whereE is the energy of the incident electron andenj

s (r;z) is

the eigenenergy ofwnj

s (r;z). If E.fs(z)1enj

s all thegnj

s are

real and propagate in the segment. Imaginarygnj

s occurring

for enj

s .E2fs(z) yield longitidunal waves that decay in th

segment, and contribute to the current through tunneling.
start with an incident plane waveeikW l •rW for z < 0 in the left
reservoir, and construct the current transporting state in e
segmentzj,z,zj 11 by the linear combination of the longi
tudinal and transversal states; the coefficients of these s
are determined by the multiple boundary matching. The c
rent is calculated by evaluating the current operator co
sponding to an incident plane wave and summing it over
Fermi surface. The conductance is obtained within linear
sponse theory.

Figure 8~a! shows theG(m) curve that was calculated fo
the stretch of the wire (SQ) simulated atT5300 K with
Dt510213 sec. We note five plateaulike structures wi
small averaged slopeuDG/Dmu; the conductance change
abruptly between these regions. These and other features
be understood by comparing theG(m) curve with that of
Fz(m) in Fig. 2, and also by examining the the evolution
atomic structure with stretch. The first fall ofG(m) occurs in
7<m<10 due to the migration of atoms from the neck t
wards the shank. In the region 10,m,18 the averaged
slope,uDG/Dmu decreases, but as a result of the yield lea
ing to a new layer with smaller cross section in 20,m,24,
G(m) falls suddenly. The third fall starts atm534, where
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FIG. 8. Variation of the conductance calcu
lated for the Cu~001! nanowire (SQ) stretched at
T5300 K. ~a! Dt510213 sec and ~b!
Dt53310215 sec.
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the neck is reduced further since atoms are ejected betw
two adjacent layers at the neck. In spite of the fact that
neck includes two atoms in 38,m,51, the calculated con
ductance vary between;6e2/h and 2e2/h. This demon-
strates thatG(m) is strongly dependent on the atomic co
figuration when the neck becomes extremely thin~having
one or two atoms! shortly before the break. In this situatio
the overlap of the atomic potential from the well separa
neighboring layers is weakened, but the potential variat
due to the atoms at the neck becomes pronounced. Thi
fect becomes pronounced by the reduced electron scree
in very thin necks. On the other hand, owing to the fin
range of atomic potentials,G(m) becomes less sensitive t
changes of atomic structure when the neck is thick and
cludes several atoms. As an example,G(m) dipping in
39,m,44 increases with increasingm since the the atoms
change from theH-site to theT-site registry as shown in Fig
3. Such a dip was observed experimentally6. Note that such
an effect is not taken into account neither by the nearly f
electron7,14 nor tight-binding calculations.13,35

The G(m) curve calculated for the same wire by usin
Dt53310215 sec displays similar overall behaviors un
m550, except that jumps are delayed, the step structure
comes less apparent, and the fluctuations are pronoun
These are due to the fact that the atoms can be trappe
local minima whenDt is small and hence structural chang
can be retarded. Beyondm.50, the neck can survive fo
longer time since atoms cannot overcome the barrier i
short time. Form.50,Fz(m) and henceG(m) fluctuate; the
cross section is reduced and weakened several times
the atomic rearrangements, but it is recovered until the br
For the same reason,G(m), slowly decreases in the regio
65,m,75 shortly before the break. Some of these conc
sions are also derived from the recent conductance calc
tion that employs an orthogonalized nearest-neighbors
tight-binding model with a half filled band and uses t
atomic configurations revealed from the MD simulations
Au wire performed atT51 K by Todorov and Sutton.35

V. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF NANOWIRES

The effective force constantkeff , which is defined as the
mechanical force per elongation can be estimated from
en
e

d
n
ef-
ing

-

e

e-
ed.
in

a

on
k.

-
la-

f

e

slope of the curveFz(m). For a contact, the effective forc
constant was given bykeff5RgE/(12n)2 ~see Refs. 15 and
36!. HereR,g,E, andn are, respectively, the contact radiu
a factor describing the exact distribution of stress, Youn
modulus and Poisson’s ratio. FromFz versus displacemen
curve measured by the combined STM and AFM, Agr¨t
et al.15 obtainedkeff5240 N/m andR;3 nm. Using the
above contact expression ofkeff , they estimatedE;66244
GPa which is consistent with the macroscopic value of
Young’s modulus of Au. On the other hand, Stalder a
Dürig16 found that the intrinsic yield strength (sY) of a neck
with R;1 nm ~corresponding to a cross-sectionS;300 Å2)
between the Au~111! sample and the Au tip is 8 GPa, whic
is one order of magnitude larger than the macroscopic va
The relatively larger value of intrinsicsY is attributed to the
absence of dislocations in nanowires. However, the value
the intrinsic sY approached to 20 GPa shortly before t
break. This further increase ofsY in the last step of the
stretch, where the neck is reduced to 123 atoms implies a
structural change. In fact, as revealed from the present w
the structure of the neck with a bundle of chains or sin
atomic chain is rather different from the original structu
derived from the atomic arrangement of the macrosco
bulk and hence is expected to lead dramatic changes in
mechanical properties. For example, the observed ‘‘gia
yield strength may originate from the unusual changes in
structure. By definition, the yield strengthsY is the stress,
s5Fz /S at the yield point where the linear relation betwe
stress and strain starts to break. SincesY5EeY (eY being the
strain at the yield point!, the observed ‘‘giant’’ yield strength
may be due to relatively higher strain value and/or high
Young’s modulus attained by nanowires. In general, the h
strain value is achieved in nanowires because the mecha
of yielding by dislocation is absent. Moreover, owing to t
transition from theH-site registry to theT-site registry, a
neck can attain relatively larger values26,27 for eY . On the
other hand,ab initio calculations that we discuss below dem
onstrate thatE also may increase in the neck consisting
atomic chain~s!. This feature originates from the structur
transformation induced by high strain in nanowires that le
to a change in bonding structure. Of course the yield stren
and Young’s modulus are definitions, which are develop
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within the continuum description of matter. By adoptin
some of the variables~such as the cross-sectionS) in these
definitions we attempt to calculateE in the quantum limit.

The Young’s modulus of an atomic chain can be e
pressed byE5kb/S, wherek is the force constant andb is
the interatomic distance. Apparently, the size and dimens
ality of the chain go beyond the limits of continuum descr
tion, and the estimation ofk requiresab initio quantum me-
chanical calculations. To this end, we carry out total ene
calculations by using SCF pseudopotential method in m
mentum representation. Since theab initio pseudopotentia
calculations for Cu chain involve certain difficulties owing
the 3d states near the 4s, we therefore take into account th
infinite Al chain whereby we can use periodic boundary co
dition and pseudopotentials which converge easily fo
simple metal. For example, by using the kinetic energy c
off ukW1GW u,7.5 Ry, one can achieve accurate representa
of the wave function and band energies. As poin
earlier,26,27 a short Al chain can form in an Al neck. More
over, the mechanical properties of short Al chain can
revealed from those of infinite chain. We use nonlocal a
norm-conserving pseudopotentials37 with the Wigner
exchange-correlation potential. We treat the 1D infin
atomic chain in a 3D supercell geometry in which the int
chain distance is taken 7.5 Å. The minimum total energy
obtained forb52.403 Å. The force constantk is obtained
from the variation of total energy relative to interatomic d
tance b, i.e., k52]2ET(b)/]b2, and is found 164N/m.
There are ambiguities in the definition of cross section; h
we used two schemes which yield similar values:~i!
S50.38plF

2 which is the cross section necessary to ope
ballistic conduction channel within the free electron and
finite wall cylindrical potential approximation.~ii ! S5pR2;
hereR is the radius at the value of calculated SCF potent
which is equal toEF . For Al, we find S515.38 Å2 at
T5300 K from the first scheme, andS;14.0 Å2 from the
second scheme. Eventually, we calculate the Young’s mo
lus of Al chain E;260 GPa which is approximatelyfour
times larger than the bulk value. This implies that the m
chanical properties of metal chain or bundle structure is
ferent from those of bulk values, as well as from those of
neck or metal wires having relatively larger cross secti
such asS;300 Å2 as in the experiment.15 The raise ofE
upon bundle or chain formation may have dominant con
bution to the observed ‘‘giant’’ yield strength.

VI. DISCUSSION

The present analysis show that the yielding and fract
mechanisms of a nanowire under uniaxial tensile force
pend on its size, atomic structure, and temperature. Th
are, however, features which are common to all nanow
under uniaxial strain. The important aspects of the pres
study are summarized.

~1! We found that the deformation~or elongation! treated
in this study generally occurs in two different and conse
tive stages that repeat during the stretch. In the first stage
stored strain energy and average tensile force increase
increasing stretch, while the layer structure persists.
fluctuations can occur possibly due to displacement and
location of atoms within the same layer or atom exchan
-
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between adjacent layers. The variation ofFz(m) in this stage
is approximately linear, but it deviates from linearity as t
number of atoms in the neck is reduced. This stage w
identified asquasielastic. The second stage that follows eac
quasielastic stage is theyielding stage. A wire can yield by
different mechanisms depending on its diameter. The mo
of the dislocation and/or the slips on the glide planes
generally responsible for the yielding if the wire maintai
an ordered~crystalline! structure and has a relatively large
cross section. The type of the ordered structure and its
entation relative to the axis are expected to affect the yie
ing. On the other hand, MD simulations predict differe
mechanical instabilities leading to yielding if the cross se
tion of wires is small as considered in the present stu
These aredisorder-order transformationand single-atom
process. Initially, once the elongation of the nanowir
reaches the interlayer separation at the end of the quasiel
stage, the structure becomes disordered; but after a few
crements of stretch, it is recovered with the formation o
new layer. In this yielding stage,uFzu decreases abruptly; th
cross section of narrowest neck layers which determines
conductance, are reduced abruptly by few atoms. When
neck becomes very narrow~having 3–4 atoms! the yielding
is realized, however, by single atom jumping from one of t
adjacent layers to interlayer space. At low temperature,
yielding takes place in relatively shorter time interval with
one or two stretch steps. Owing to the limited mobility
atoms at low temperature, the character of quasielastic s
changes if the neck is long enough. In this situation, e
layer sequentially ejects one atom to the adjacent interla
space as it widens with the applied strain. The layers at
neck are made from the pentagon or hexagon rings wh
become staggered in different layers. The off-layer ato
make a chain passing through the center of rings. In this n
phase, the elastic and yielding stages are intermixed
elongation which is more than one interlayer distance can
accommodated. However, this structural instability result
slightly different structure if the time steps,Dt is reduced in
the MD simulations. In the initial stage of pulling off th
single-atom process, in which individual atoms also migrate
from central layers towards the end layers, can give rise
relatively smaller and also less discontinues changes in
cross section. The tendency to minimize the surface area
hence to reduce the energy of the system is the main driv
force for this type of necking. Our simulation studies on t
metal wires, that have an initial diameter of;lF at the neck,
but their diameters gradually increase as one goes away
the neck region, have indicated structural instabilities; th
wires had further necking even in the absence of any ten
strain. This puzzling result is in comply with the recent e
periment by using mechanical break junction on the g
neck that was broken by itself at room temperature.38

~2! In the initial steps of stretch, the layered structure a
ordered 2D atomic arrangement within the layers are ma
tained. Upon increased uniaxial strain~increasedm), the lay-
ers become wider and rougher due to the atoms depa
from the atomic plane, the 2D lattice is distorted, and int
atomic distances start to deviate from the bulk equilibriu
value. In the elastic stage, one can still distinguish la
structure and some kind of order in the atomic arrangem
within a layer. In particular, the H-site registry betwee
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layers are maintained if the layers contain enough numbe
atoms. The ordered atomic arrangement becomes disord
at low temperature towards the end of stretch.

~3! The quasielastic and following yielding stages a
reminiscent of the stick-slip motion. In the course of stret
elastic and yielding stages repeat; the surface of the nano
roughens and deviates strongly from circular symmetry. T
narrowest part of the neck, is usually only one layer thi
and is connected to the hornlike ends. In this circumstan
the contribution of the tunneling becomes significant. O
results of atomic simulations point to the fact that neith
adiabatic evolution of discrete electronic states, nor circu
symmetry induced degeneracy can occur in the neck. Co
quently any quantized sharp structure shall be smeared
by channel mixing and tunneling.11,12

~4! If the interlayer interaction is reduced as a result
extensive strain, the 2D atomic structure~squarelike lattice!
is transformed into hexagonal rings. At prolonged stret
just before the break, the cross section of layers at the ce
part of the neck is reduced to 223 atoms. In this case, th
H-site registry may change to theT-site registry. This leads
to the formation of a bundle of atomic chains or of a sing
atomic chain. We consider this a dramatic change in
atomic structure of the wire and may have important imp
cations.

~5! Our ab initio calculations of Young’s modulus on th
1D metal chains indicate that the neck having chain struc
may have yield strength much higher than the bulk val
This is in good agreement with experimental results, and a
implies that the elastic properties of an atomic size n
deviate from those of the bulk defined in the continuu
limit.

~6! Our calculations show that the conductance make
sudden drop whenever a sudden atomic rearrangement i
neck @such as the formation of a new layer with relative
smaller cross section, the migration of atom~s! between two
adjacent layers or the disordering that cause sudden dec
of the tensile force# occurs during the pulling off. Hence th
n
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G(s) curve is closely related with the structural changes d
ing the stretch. In very thin necks including one or two ato
G(s) becomes more sensitive to the atomic rearrangeme
Recent studies demonstrated that not only the atomic st
ture, but also the bonding sites to the electrodes are cru
for the measured conductance.27

~7! The most important aspect of the nanowires that
derlie various unusual~or novel! properties is that the spac
ings of the energy levels of transversally confined electro
states is wide and can easily be resolved. Even if the po
tial ~or profile! of the wire is not uniform the level spacing i
reflected to the related physical properties. In this respect
structure of the experimentalG(s) curve reflects the quanti
zation of electronic states in the neck, but not the quant
tion of conductance.

~8! Nanowires under tensile force exhibits unusual str
tural properties. Further study of nanowires not only on th
electron transport properties, but also on their electro
magnetic, low temperature, mechanical, and energy trans
properties are also expected to reveal that the effects of
wide level spacing can lead to discontinuous behavior in
heat conduction.

In conclusion, the simulations of atomic structure
nanowires under tensile stress indicate mechanisms of pl
deformation and elongation. When the restoring effect of
initial structure is weakened under the applied uniaxial for
the atomic arrangement deviates from the global minim
and can be stabilized in a different local minimum. The c
responding configuration exhibits a noncrystalline, sho
range order, and interesting mechanical and transport p
erties induced thereform.
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